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Nepal and China agree to revisit bilateral
Trade and Payments Agreement

Nepal and China have consented to revisit the
Nepal-China Trade and Payments Agreement
ollowing a bilateral talk held between Prime
Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal and Chinese Prime
Minister Li Chang.

Read More

Bangladesh lowers exporters’ dollar
retention limit again

The Bangladesh Bank has once again lowered the
US dollar retention limit that exporters have to
maintain in their foreign currency accounts from
the shipment proceeds as Bangladesh continues to
face the shortage of the American greenback.

Read More

Rice export ban is regulation rather than
restriction for food security: India

India has defended its export ban on rice, stating
that it is a regulation rather than a restriction and is
necessary for the food security of its 1.4 billion
people. India reiterated its commitment to ensuring
food security in importing countries through
exemptions granted upon request.

Read More

India agrees to cut import duty to 5-10% on
some processed food items

India has agreed to bring down the import duty to
5-10 percent on some fresh and processed food
items as part of a larger dispute settlement between
New Delhi and Washington at the World Trade
Organization (WTO).

Read More

Cotton waste the new cash cow for
Bangladesh

Cotton waste is turning into a new cash cow for
Bangladesh as it is increasingly being sold abroad
although local garment exporters are in favour of
retaining and recycling it.

Read More

WTO flags trade concerns over proposed
EU carbon border tax

The WTO flagged the European Union's Carbon
Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) and the
US' Inflation Reduction Act as potential trade
concerns. This comes before the implementation of
the European Union's Carbon Border Adjustment
Mechanism (CBAM) rules for transition from
October 1.

Read More

Bangladesh’s average import tariffs higher
than in most countries

Bangladesh's average nominal tariffs are higher
than in low-income, middle-income and high-
income countries, as well as most of its
comparators.

Read More

Maersk gets initial nod to install container
terminal in Chittagong

The Chittagong Port Authority (CPA) has said they
gave their initial approval to Copenhagen-based
port and cargo operator Maersk Group to set up a
new container terminal near the country's main
seaport, officials said.

Read More

India steps up coal use to stop outages

India has stepped up the use of coal to generate
electricity in a bid to stop outages caused by lower
hydroelectricity output, and as an increase in
renewables is struggling to keep pace with record
power demand.

Read More

India Cabinet okays plan to buy Nepal’s
10,000 MW power

India has formalised its announcement that it
would buy 10,000 megawatts of electricity from
Nepal over 10 years with the endorsement of a
long-term inter-government power trade
agreement.

Read More
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Opinion in Lead
South Asia’s challenges towards SDGs

Halfway through the deadline to meet the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, countries in South Asia are way
off the mark. The latest figures raise concern that South Asia will be left behind.

The region accounts for nearly two-fifths of the world’s income poor, hosts nearly half of the world’s
malnourished children, has the largest number of stunted children in the world and suffers from a number of
infrastructure gaps. The countries are haunted by numerous social issues that manifest themselves in strained
and unequal economic opportunities.

READ MORE

News

Events
Workshop for economic journalists in Koshi Province

SAWTEE in collaboration with the Federation of Nepali Journalists (FNJ) organized a workshop for economic
journalists of Koshi Province in Ilam on 7-8 September 2023. The objective of the workshop was to build the
capacity of economic journalists in covering issues related to international trade and external sector. Twenty-
five journalists from different media participated in the workshop.

READ MORE

Discussion programmes on Nepal’s regional trade and public debt

SAWTEE organized two discussion programmes on 1 September 2023 as part of a seminar on "Small State
Capabilities: Navigating Competition and Foreign Policy Priorities in Nepal", led by The Asia Foundation. The
first discussion titled “Nepal’s regional trade: Prospects and challenges” dissected the prospects and challenges
in Nepal’s regional trade, covering both merchandise and electricity. The other one titled “Assessment of
Nepal’s public debt, and experiences of Pakistan and Sri Lanka” focused on Nepal’s public debt and assessed
whether Nepal is veering towards an unsustainable path of debt accumulation compared to its peers in South
Asia.

READ MORE
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